After initial symptoms and tests, NET was the first diagnosis for these results will help drive the most common diagnostic tools that led to correct diagnosis were biopsy in the UK, every fourth NET patient received diagnosis in a medical center globally, 44% (1043/2359) of patients were initially misdiagnosed at least 20% overall, 2795 participants SCAN assessed global delivery of access to specialized NET diagnosis during Sept 30 global (11% [253/2359]) and in IE (9% [24/119]; NS; Figure 2) mean time to correct diagnosis for patients misdiagnosed was similar: Global: 4.75 years (N = 1043); UK: 4.4 (N=148); IE: 5.24 (N=46) almost half of patients had stage IV NETs at diagnosis (Global: 46% [1077/2359]; UK: 45% [126/279]; IE: 41% [49/119]; Figure 2)

Figure 2: Misdiagnosis and staging of NETs

Figure 3: Type of hospital where NET diagnosis was received

Figure 4: Diagnostic tool leading to correct NET diagnosis

CONCLUSIONS

• SCAN represents the largest global compendium of data about NETs' extent
• Misdiagnosis and the extremely high proportion of NET patients diagnosed with stage IV, which is associated with poorer patient outcomes, remain global challenges
• The experiences of UK and Irish patients on their route to diagnosis is similar to that of patients surveyed worldwide
• Access to specialized NET centers should be improved for all NET patients and more HCPs knowledgeable in NETs are needed
• These results will help drive forward optimal care and referral pathways to achieve the goal of earlier diagnosis
• This survey further contributes to positioning NET research on an equal footing with other cancers of similar prevalence
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